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that nkermal involvemert it child retzipg is often precluded by the
mother's family, and that parenting duties 'ire shared by members of
!he moberes household. However, these condittons in the fanny may
be te'ther-consistent nor continuous. f!n conclusion, tentative
recommerdetions for policy mekers are advanced.1 (Author/Rff)
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TEENAGE PARENTHOOD AND,FAMILY SUPPORT
r

Introduction

Teenage childbeari has aroused great concern in recent years

t71

Jtecause many experts beli it. is a source of_bOth_immediate-and---
1.;

prOlonged family instabilit . Windant empirical evidence shows that

women who become mothers during their teens, especially in.their mid-

teens, are far more likely thaw older mothers to encounter an array of

.medical, social, and economic problems during the transition to parent-

ho Medicalrisks during pregnancy are generally higher for young

(9t:mo s; they are more likely to discontinue their education than women

who delay childbearing until their twenties; and they are forced to rely,

on publid assistance more often, in large measure because they are

. _

usually unmarried at childbirth.

Findings/from retrospective and longitudinal studies indicate

that the life chances of young mothers do not improve over time. In

laterlife they.are much less likely to be living in couple-headed
V.

households and hence aremore likely to be in an economically precarious

position. Teenage mothers also have a more:difficult time limiting

subsequent unwanted pregnancies. Despite the fact that they are more

likely to end up as single parents, ,their family ize, on-the average,
. ,

is larger thin that their counterparts jiaodefer childbearing. This

further constricts their opportunities to enter the ±abor market and

find remunerative employment. In sum, there seems'little doubt that

'early childbearing handicaps individuals whoare often already disad-"

vantaged by poverty and raciilbdiscrimination. (For recent reviews of



,

the literature, see. Baldwin,. 1976; Chilman 1978; Furstenberg, Lincoln

' and Menken, in press.)

Yet in reviewing the evidence on early childbearing, one is

continually struck -by the diversity in thelife.circumstances of teem-.

age childbearers. While it is certainly true that women-who beCome

mothers early in life do not fare as well as those who manage.io post-.

pone parenthood, the fact remains that- a'substantial proportion, of

teenage parents successfully cope with the challenge of.early and

unplanned childbirth. Not all young mothers, perhaps not even a

.mmdority, end up as high school dropouts, welfare dependents, or single

parents burdened with unwanted children. Many become' successful and

productive members of the communy. Researchers have given too little
.4,

attention to how teenage parents make do with existing public and

private resources.as they negotiate igte passage to parenthood.

The objective of this paperit is to examine what may be the

Most valuable resource to young parents, the family. I will try to

show'how family members help, young parents to manage premature parent-'

hood. In describing the family's involvement, I.shall also discuss

how early. parenthood affects the kin who'become involved in rendering

Assistance.: In the conclusion of this paper, I.shall point out some

of the implications of patterns of family support for practionners

and planners who design services to aid the adillescent parent.

4

At the outset of this review, I must take note of the fact

that very little has been written on the role of the family in cush-

ioning the impact of early childbearing. As I..have ebserVed elsewhere

(Furstenberg, 1980a).
Y



:..the American ethos of. individualism perVades.oUr-
notions ojlow social problems come about as well is

. how we go about. dealing with them-. Researchers are
-trained to Study individuals,- not families; policies
and iirograms are-designed to serve 'individuals, not.
families: In the caSe:Of.early childSearing,*
prefer to act as though the adoTtScent mother Is_

. solely responsible for;the,problem,;and accordingly
_Isingle7her_out_for attention:

'Thus, one cad.only find a handful of studies'which hive eXamined'how

a

, families aid the young parent and -how this support affects the adju t-

ment of the young, mother and-her family.,-(0ois andMiciocha [1979],

have discussed the paucity of studies on this topic and Oams [in press]

.

has recently 'assembled a volume of papers on the impact oideolge

childbearing on the

JP°"
Demo Teenage Fertility .

Even in the absence of detailed information on the family's

involvement in teenage childbearing, the demographic trends relating
-

to teenage fertility provide some interesting clues 'as to'why families

might become implicated when a pregnancy occurs. Sexual activity-is

occurring at earlier ages, exposing adolescents to the risk of preg-
.

nancy(Zelnik and Rantner, 1077).. Increasingly too; early child-

bearing is taking'place outside of marriage, placing the young mother

and her child in a socially and economically vulnerable position.

Teenage childbearing is hardly new to Ainerican society. Al-
'

though never as common as is typically imagined, it is nonetheless

trbe that in previous times a-small minority of women married and

7
bore children in their early teens, and it was not at all unusual

,4

for women to begin childbeaAng4n their late teens. In some rural

)communities, pregnancy-before marriage was probably quite common and



even given-unofficial appro4al, though childbearing outside of marriage

"has always received public opprobrium.: In times past, it is clear,

families typically extended a great deal of support, such 5 rood and
-.

,board; to young married couples. Well into thetwentieth century, the

--praatice of ' ?doubling up" was comman, especially-among-newlyweds for:the -
ef

first few-Years of married.life..04odell, purstenberg and Strong,1974.-

This traditional pattern of family formation remained undis7

tUrbed untiLrelatiely recently. During the baby boom, unprecedented

numbers of teenagers married and started families early in life. Both

marriage and childbearing before age 18 increased as younger women,

/-

like their older sisters, participated in the "marriaie rush',follaw-
.

ing World War II. In.the post-war period, the proportion of teens

marrying jumped by more than 50 percent and childbearing rates climbed

, ,
. .

accordingly (Sklar and. Berkov, 1974). No doubt some of this increase

can be explained by changing patterns of sexual. behavior. 'Premarital

conceptions undoubtedly hastened the-schedule of family 1)rmation for

a number of teenagers, though the proportion of premarital conceptions

among women having their first birth did_not change.noticeably until

after the baby boom had'peaked (O'Connell and Moore, 1980)..

As the birth rate began,to fall, the-behavior of teenagers

began to depart from bo4 the traditional pattern of family formation

and the typical pattern of older women .In the first place, teenage

childbearing declined much less sharply than the-fertility of older

women. Second, teenagers increasingly became pregnant before marriage

and in greater proportifts deferred marriage even after the child

was bo Third, younger teenagers became far more vulnerable to
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pregnancy and childbirth outside of marriage. The /rate of outLof-

wedlock. childbearing for. teenagers actually increased while marital

fertility among older Women sharply dropped Off (O'Connell and Moore,

1980) . f

To sum up, an'hittorical pattern bas'been reversed in the

past half century. Whereas once teenage fertility occurred primarily
s._s,

after marriage;Just the opposite is true today. 'In recent years,
4

the great majority of all first births; to females under the age of 20

have been conceived. outside of marriage, and more than a. .third of these

mothers are single when their first child-is born: In the past decade

alone, the ratio of,outzof-wedlock births tootal births among teen-

ageiihas:doubled fram 20.8 percent. in 1965 to42.9 percent in 1977. .
yy

Well over half of all childbearers.under the am of 18 have their

-child outside of marriage (Furstenberg, Lincoln and Menken, in. press).

Thus, we see that the character of teenage childbearing has

changed .dramatically over the past few decades.',, Today,, ,as never before,

, .. ,...

teenage childbearing. diverges from e conlien
\
.sequenCe of family

formation: among adolescents, childbearing p ecedes rather than follows

marriage. Indeed, given the rising skepticism bout early marriage,

possibly-due to the declining position of young males'in the labor

market and the rising occupational aspirations of females, a growing

proportion of early childbearers are likely to defer marriage or even

postpone it indefinitely after their first child is born.

What happens to.young mothers Who elect not to marry for a

period of time after their child is born? Are single parents and

((



. their children'at special risk by virtue of their decision to forego

marriage? Based on evidence'from diverse sources, it would appear that

single parents do not necessarily fare worse than their peers who marry

'precipitiOusly follo an unplanned pregnancy. Children of teenage

parents-often-do as well when their pariats:retain-single as when they

marry, though the available data is quite limited. As I shall show,

fragmentary evidence from a variety of sources seems to suggest that.

adolescent childbearers rely heavily on their family of origin to pro-
.

vide support that was once available from marriage.

Patterns of Adaztation to Early Parenthood

From 1:967 to 1972, I carried out a longitudinal study of teen-
,.

age mothers in Baltimore, Maryland.- Since this research haS been de-

scribed elsewhere, I will not go into the specifics of the ;essearch

design here. Some 320 adolescent mothers, mostly black and from low-

income families, were followed for a period of five years after their

first child was born. I was particularly interested in the impact of y/

the unplanned pregnancy on their subsequent marital, fertility, and

economic behavior and on'the welfare of their offspring. To make a

long story very short, I discoyered that, in general, marriage offered

very little protection. to either the young

The marriages which occurred, whether they

the child was born; with the father of the

generally did not even survive through the

mothers or their children.

took place before or after

child or someone else,

five years of the study.

(Furstenberg, 1976).

When marriages did succeed, the young mothers were, relatively

speaking, economically well off: Indeed, they were indistinguishable

`N.

8
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/

from their classmates who married later in life and did not bear their-
.

first child until after they were wed. The. children of the stably

married also scored highest on *tests of cognitive and social develop;--

ment and were reported.by.their .parents to have the fewest probleMs.

(tontact between fathers and children was most intense among the stably

married, and mothers reported a high,level of-gratification in the-,

child's relationship to his. or her father. However, only fifth of
i

the entire sample were married to the child's father at the conclusion

of the study, five tears after delivery. It is highly Unlikely that

all,. or even most, of these marriages would survive the next fifteen

years, the time when tie, child will reach adulthood.

A different picture emerges when we contrast the experiences

of the formerly married mothers with those who did not wed during the

course,of the study. In virtually all areas./the young mothers who

remained single throughout the study were better Off than those who

had been previously married. The unmarried mothers were more likely

to have graduated from high school, more of them_were employed, fewer

were receiving public assistance, not as many had experienced addi-

tional unwanted pregnancies; and the never- married womtn'appeared to

be lume.confident and successful parehts.,-

In general, the childreof:the never-married mothers fared

at least-as well as those whose parents had married but were no longer:

living togethert Ironically', the children of 'never-married parents

f'-ere about as likely to set their fathers on a regular basis as those
. -

whose parents had beenlifir.riously married. In each situation, roughly

a quarter -of the fathers visited their.child at least weekly. About a
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..-
.

.

.....

third of the males extended some economic support, regardless of

whether they had been married to the child's, mother. Finally, the

mothers reported that the single fathers ehioye4 closer relations to

their children than the previously married fathers.

:,elsewhere,

As I have written

...the formerly- married fathers-were at .a , certain

disadvantage in comparison to the never-married, -

males. 146rt was expected of them becausirhey had
provided more in the past. By contrast,-something
of a,Slidipg scale operated for the never-carried
males. Whatever they contribut4a was valued that
much more because it was less taken for grinted
(Furstenberg, 1980b)...

By4focusilig on the unstable marital careers of the teenage

Childbeareri, we see the dark lines of thepiCture. Women enter mar-
'

riage hoping ipareston order to the process of family formation, only
.

to iscove that 'their effort to do 'so has made matters worse. Inter-

estingly, most.of the young mothers tad been forewarned:of this pos-
.

sibility by their parents, many of whom had taken the same unrewarding

ioute in 'early life. the initial set of interview conduCted.with

,thelmothers of the pregnant teenagers, many parents strongly voiced'

the. opinion that it would be i mistake fort heir daughters to marry

merely because they were pregnant. While almost all hoped that,iheir

daughter would eventually wed, fewer than-qae in five thought it would,

be desirable for her to paTry.:beforether twenties: We were repeatedly-

told:

4.

She'll have enough time'for that. I want her to
stay in school so she won't have to be dependent
when she ova up. She can' stay with us until she
comPietes er.eduCation.

ti

.
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In fact, almost all of the teenagers who elected to defer

marriage remained with their parents. Ope year after delivery, nearly

,two - 'thirds' were still Unmarried;. almost .&'1,1 of these young mothers L
(92 percent) were living'with their parents or otherextended kin. 'It

is also noteworthy that nearly"half-of those currently married were

If.still livings with one or more family members, usually 'their parents.

Gradually over the duration of the study, more of the:young..

. .
.

mothers entered marriage and established a separate household. But
., .

even,, at the five year follOW up, when most of. thewomen were in their

earlytitentieS, a substantial minority'remained.Wittr their family of

origin. Among the women whoened-Vnwed, seven out of ten continued

to reside with parents Or.other relatives'. Half of the formerly mar-,

, ried had moved back withtheirfamillesi refugees fram.an:unsuccessful

marriiige. And, early one:in five of those current* married shared

a household. with their family In sum-,.Inost of the young mothers' spent.

a majority of their,early years of parenthood in an extended ;family

Arrangement; and nearly half were living with kin at thefive`year

follow up. More were licing'Qith their.parents than with mates at the
. .

conclusion of the study, a pattern that is not likely to change greatly

.

,

in years to follow.'

The data from Baltimare undoubtedly overstate, to some degree,
. ,

. .. _
. .

.
.the' extent to which adolescentparents rely on their-family for support

during the transition to.parenthood. The,_ participants in our study
3.14::

ail
. .

,._ -. .

.were-a t al.'. low-income blacks. (The few. whites in the sample became
. -

pregnant at a somewhat older age and, tended to Marry soon after concep-

tion occurred.) Mbstlikely, a higher proportion of white than black .Nc, J.
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teenagers elect to establish their own household in the event that

they do not wed. NeVertheless, since a disproportionate number of

younger teens are mon-white, thetend obserVed in the Baltimore data

is probably common, if not universal;

When we look at what theeXamilyAud to offer the fledgling

parent, it is easy to'understand why Somany of them elected to re-'

main with their parents or to return to livp with then after their .

6

marriages' broke up, The Baltimore "study indicates. that young mothers

who leave home receive lowei'amounts of financial and emotional sup-
N

":.port from their kin. Thus-, moving was often a'response to a liMited

flow of aid and.in turn closed off existing avenues of support such

-wk. childcare, free room and board, andt.other'forms of material aid.!

;Lest I exaggerate the findings, it is. important to note that many

;Mothers who set up a separate household continued to receive suppOrt

from their relatives, but at a lower level than those who remained°

zin'the home. Given the material as well as psychological.dost 'Of

moving out,, many young mothers elected to stay close to the supply% of

support. Significantly, our.dita belt' the popular stereotYPe'of the

sinkle"paren; isolated from ,a system of family'suPport..

In a separate analysis of data on: women in Camden, New Jersey,
.

,
, ,'''.

.

it appears that those women living without mates ariaore likely to
,

-augment their networks with relatives and friends, much as the young
°

_mothers in our Baltimore study did (Crawford and Furstenberg, 1979).

If might be said that extended faiilY ties compensate,- to a certain
/. 6

/

degree,for weak conjugal tie.S.:-/ r



Given these additional sources of aid, it comes as no surprise

to discover that teenage parents who remained with their families were

more likely than those who were livingdalone to complete -high school,

find a job, and avoid depending on public assistance. iit is, of course,

an open question whether the women who lived with their families made

out better because of the aid their kin provided or Whether they merely

stayed
.

stay with their parents because they postessed a stronger commit-

-ment,to continuing their education and finding employment.- I suspect

that bath conditions apply to some extent: women-who receive family

aid are more likely. to advance economically, and those who sh to

'impro to it position are more likely to look to their fami ies for

help.

Thire is some evidence that family support buffers the impact .

of single parenthood for the offspring as well. %Earlier I obterlied
.

that the children Wtose parents never married did not seem to be sig-

nificantly worse off than the children whose parents had married but

were no longer living together, although bottligroups of children did

less well than the offspring of the stably married couples.' when the

children's circumstances were examined in greater detail, it appeared

as though developmental difficulties were more likely t arise when

the young mother was the full -time caretaker. ;Then he childrearing

. responsibilities were shared by other family members, children scored

.

higher on cognitive tests, experienced fewer behavioral problets, and

manifested less anti-social behavior. Thel differences were slight
.

and not entirely consistent allOcone might be inclined to dismiss them
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as chance variations. However, they are noteworthy because other re-

searchers have reported similar results.

In a review of existing studies on the impact pf early ld-

bearing.on children, Baldwin and Cain (1980:39) cOnclude:

Research on therole of family structure strongly
suggests that the presence of adults other than
the.young mother in someway mitigates the dele-
torious health and other effects on the child
associated with teenage childbearing.

It would seen then that by remaining in the family setting, many teen-

agers can reduce some of the hazards of early parenthood for themselves'

and their children. But are'the risks merely transferred from the

young mother to her family, spreading the economic and'social disad-

vantage among her kin' No conclusive answers to that question can be

provided at this time. The existing evidence indicates that early

childbearing simultaneously.brings burdens and benefits to the family

of the adolescent parent.

The Impact of Early Childbearing on the Family

In collaboration with researchers at the Philadelphia Child

Guidance Clinic, I conducted a series of 15 case studies of families

whose daughters were going through the transition to adolescent parent-

hood. The families included blacks, Hispanics and whites who volun-

teered to participate in two taped sessions, one at the Child Guidance

Clinic and one in their home. The Clinic interview brought various

j
family members together to discuss the family's response to the preg-

nancy, their perceptions of how the event had altered family patterns,

their participation in the support and care of the child, and their

1.1



future plans for raising the child. Themes that came up in the clinic

discussion were folloWed up in separate home interviews of the parti-

cipants. Needless to say, the data assembled, rich as it is provides

a very provisional view of thelfamily's adaptation to early child-

bearing. The findings reported

sive in any respect, but rather

here should not berregarded as conclu

as suggestive of the kinds of issues

that might be examined- in future studies.
. *

The case studies reinforce an impression gained fr7 the

longitudinal data collected in the Baltimore project, that-pareftts

are generally unprepared for the pregnancy 'and-ire usually angry, and. :/

upset when they first learn that their daughter is expecting.a child.
.

While parents arf aVare that the majority of teenagers in their

1

neighborhood are sexually active and may even suspect that their child

may be having sexual relations, they typically deny the possibility

that she might actually become pregnant._ In fact, even after the preg-

nancy occurred ithe subjects in the Baltimore study, most mothers,

when asked if other adolescent daughters in thikr family might be

having intercourse, answered not

Most families, not just the ones in. which a pregnancy occurs,

'experience great difficulty in discussing sexual matters (Litton-Fox,

1978). At best, they deal only indirectly with their child's changing

sexual status; at worse, they avoid the topic altogether. Becuase of

the problems parents face in providing sexual instruction, mothers

and daughters often enter a tacit agreement to act as though intercourse

will not occur. This in turn protects the parents from having to take r

15
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direct responsibility for preventihg sexual relationships from occurring

and frees the daughter to behave in a manner that might otherwise be.

'1inconsistent with her parents' wishes.

This act of collusion abruptly breaks down when conception

6
occurs, althoup many parents-may-not learn of it for several months ,

because of the daughter's relUctanCe to acknowledge the pregnancy.

The process of revealing the-pregnancy is anything but Casual The,.

parents' reactions generally ranged from bitter recriminations to sad

resignation, though a small minority of families reported that they

- .

were excited and happy about the prdsfect of having a baby in the-A:louse-

hold as soon as they heaid the news. /'

Information is licking on how the family's response affects

,
the resolution of the pregnancy. We do not know the extent to which

parents have input:On the matter of whether or not an abortion is sought,

but our impression is that families are frequently denied a role in

the decision makin&,*either beCause the adolescent-conceals inforiation

about the pregnancy or because counsellor's or physicians discourage her

from consulting with family members. It is a highly debatable quektion

who should have a, say in the disposition of the pregnancy. It is clear

that oftentimes the family is consulted only after the decision is
Iy

made, even though they may bear major responsibility for supporting

and caring for the child.

Assuming the pregnancy is brought to term, in almost a4im-

stances the family is inevitably drawn into caring for the child. Re-

gardless:of their initial disappointment over the pregnancy, most

6



families quickly gav way to expressing excitment abou-having a new

child in the hoThold, assuming their daughter elected to remai=i4

the home. At this stage, different family Members, not always in

consultation with one 'another, began to make plans for raising the

.

One ...of the most intriguing findings of the qualitativecase

studies is the recurrent dilemma of how to.alloeate the rights and

obligations; to the-child among these various parties. Not infre

quently, the_father-of the child and-hip family wished. to assume
i ''

.

. some measure of yesponsibilitylmt were thwarted by the young mother's
1

\

family. Because.thamoth'er and Fhild\remained is the home parents
. .

\
. . . .. .

often felt they had:the right to:establish ground rules which restricted
".... .-

,

. .

at.

the father's' access to their daughter and:grandchild: This in turn.
,

led a,few of the fathers to press the adolescents to marry.tham and

move out of the paiental home. The young mother's failure to do 'so

resulted in the retreat of some of'the males from their initial inten-

tion to help raise th7 child. This, in Amn, severed the child's

relationship, tgolp ei-n.al kin.

As I indicated earlier, most young mothers undoubtedly cal-
.

culated that they could expect more,support from their parents and

siblingi than would.be forthComing fromhe fathers' side, though

the lucky ones managed to receive assistance from both family lines.
e

The maternal relatives offered singUlar incentives for staying put.

In the first place; the adolescent often enjoyed an elevation in

status in the household after the child was born. Being a mother
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meant that she received a variety of considerations from other family
s

members. Her kin extended favorsto her,' sometimes lavishing attention

on her and her child. This in turn created a climate of gOod feeling

which had frequently been absent up to the point of pregnancy. ,Mbre

than a few fam-rlies described anew ipirit of-cooperation in the house-
*

hold; tracing it to the birth of the child, a time.wheneveryone pitched

in and helped out. As one young mother told us:.

We're closer now. {We],can relate,better. I was
immature when I-first got pregnant. Now they [re-

' ferring to her family] show me more respect.... .

[Before] I wanted to get out of thebouse.because
of my problems and now I enjoy staying 'home.:-

. From the' perspective of the young'mather, her family became indispen-

sablesable td her daily existence. 'Her parents provided advice and assis-,

.tance,iii caring for the child,ithus ingeffect, establishifig an appren-
..

ticeshiti in parenthood:-Iler Siblings often filled in for.her,-witching

the baby when she attended tlasses.or resumed her social life. In some

of the-families we observed, an elaborate system of childcare had been

worked out 'with certain fatal) members regUlarly assuming certain'dutieJ;

in other households the division of labor was improvised and in flux.

In most of our case studies, there was little indication of

conflict over parenting duties. Either,the adolescent mother assumed

.-

thelmajor responsibility or she shared it with other members of the

,

h9usehold. In several,instances, however,,usually.where childcare

responsibilities were vaguely defined, strains between the adolescent

parent and her collaborators withinthe family were readily apparent.

A few grandmothers complained that they were saddled with unwelcome

18
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childcare tasks, while several others, according to the'young mothers,

usurped their role by assuming too much responsibility.- When the mem-
/

bers of one family were asked who was principally for

, -

looking after the baby everyone's hand immediately shot up.. Two of

the young mother's siblings began a rancorous disCussibn over who did .

more for the child, and the baby's grandmother eventually entered the

argument by insisting that she was the-individual in charge-; In the

meanwhile, the youig mother looked on passively; In this family and

several others, we gained the impression that the fpmily, because of

longstanding organizational difficulties, had not been able to respond

to the challenge of incorporating the new family. member. (The organi-

zational impact of early childbearing on the family is described in

greater detail in previous papers. See Furstenberg; 1980a, and Tursten-
.

I

berg, in press.)

.

Whefamilies mobilized successfully to meet4his.challenge,

ithere 'Were\sizable dividends for various membees.-_LThle pregnancy fore-

.

stalled in some familiesthe emptying of.the nest, a atige which some

older women did not entirely relish. More than a few of the grand,

mothers reported that the arrival of t1e baby made them feel young,
A

again. Several stated that the respOnaibility of caring for-the child

fi

-
had temporarily rejuvenated their marriages by re- involving heir

husbands in family obligations.

Notall of the parents reacted in this manner. Some women

felt that the pregnancy deprived theM of freedom from childcare re-
,

sponsibilAties. Typically, these individuals held jobs outside the

-s

1.g
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home and were caught between their desires,to help their daughter out

and to maintain their commitment to the workplace. On occasion, sib-
*

lings or other relatiVes stepped in 'to fill the breach, sparing a

wrenching choice for the conflicted grandmother.,

,

The assistance rendered by, the parents frequeAtly dampened

conflicts.which had flared up during the daughter's adolescence. In

some families, parents reported that thy were getting along with

their daughters for the 'first time 'in years., They held that having

a baby made, the -daughter behavemord like an adult; whether this

change was real or imagined hardly mattered; i had the consequence

! t
of bringing the adolescent back into tie .fold. -In the Baltimore study,.

...i.twice as Reny adolescents reported thatamilY,

1

than claimed that they hadideteriorated in the

relations had improved

year following delivery.

The reduction of tensions hetween,the adolescent and her par- 6
.

eats was not always an unmixed blessing, for other members of the house=

hold. The young bother's gain could be her siblings' lov, for the
. k

locus of Conflict sometimes shifted to another child in the family.

Younger siblings, displaced by the newborn, Occasionally reacted by.

clamoring for attention or withdrawing for the lack of it. The adoles-

cent par4ht who'may have been the former family scapegoat sometimes'

passed the mantle on to a younger sibling who became the new "problem

child." In one family we studied, an older sibling, marginal to begin

with and made more so by her- sister's pregnancy, became pregnant her-o

Nelf in a matter of months after the fiist child was born.

In summary, the rnmifications of early chIldbearing are numerous

a
a

'0
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and diverse. They take different forms in different families, and

the effects vary depending on which family members we examine. Wire-

over, there is reason to suspect that the impact on the-family id

neither consistent nors'continuous. Our case studies ware carried out

during what might be described as the honeymoon.phase,. the least

problematic period of childcare. ,tibe'infant.was:a'novelty, was rela-

tively undemanding, and was ad object of gratification.. How different

will the family's response to tlie child. be in years to comewhen the
et-

youngster becomes less adorable? As we were told by one of the young

mother's siblings; "'like little babies._ When they=get big like

mine, (they become) little monsters."

ies,allocate, childcare responsibilities over time

d how difierentidiViLns of labor influence the development of
, .

the childcare questions-tharemain totally unexplored by researcher's..

-
The data from:the Baltimore study proVide a clue to the extent of

-

change that i5,likely td occur. -A, majority of the infants had exper-

ienced considerable shifts in the, composition of the household,and,

probably, 4
/

n their caretakers. Only_a:Ithird of the young mothers had

remained in the same family,situation throughout the Study, while

than a fourth A experienced at least two major transitions

(such as leaving .h me to marry and then moving from a broken marriage

to an independent household). How much thesg moves affected thL con-
. _

.

.tinuity of care

/

/provided to the child is not known More important

still, we say from the available d_ ata how shifts in childcare

arrangem s influence the child's cognitive and emotional well-being.
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Conclusion.

The research whiCh\I carried out.on the role of the family,

in mediating the impact pf early childbearing for the mother and,
44'

child is far too preliminary to provide a reliable basis.for policy

recommendations. Yet, to call for more research without providing

any guidelines for policY makers seems as irresponsible as it would

be to try to draw firm conclusions from provisional findings. .So,

I will, attempt to formulate some tentative recommendations while we

await thelore systematic. studies which will reveal the wisdom of

these initiatives..

Before examdring-ways of strengthening the

considerable role in rendering assistance to theyoung mother and her

child, let us'take note ofthe conspicuouS absence of'such approaches
t

efforts to-prevent unwanted pregnancies. While lipservice is given

to the importance of providing sex education in the home, little

assistance is offered to parents confronted with the task. At best,,

school-based programs consult parents in designing a curriculum but

. rarely are parents included educational program itself. Family'

planning clinics generally'by-pass parents, fearing interference or

resistance from the family.

A certain amount of evidence indicates that adolescents are

less likely to use birth control when they initiate sexual relationb'

if their families disapprove of premarital sex and if there has been

., little.or no discussion in the home about .Sexuality and contraception \
(Furstenberg, 1971; and.Litton-Fox, /978). What would happen if efforts

22
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were made to equip'family members.(pareats and/or siblings) with the

skills needed to communicate with the adolescent abeut sexual decision

making? If tis idea sounds far- fetched, -it might be worth, noting

that _the Family Planning Council. of Southeastern-Feansylvania had ini--

tiated such a, program with teenagers who. Visit familyirplAnning clinics.

While the program has just gotten' underway, there:are-early inclications

that, when-given the.opporiUnityitteenagers are.receptive.:to the
' -

_Idea of involving one or moreifamilyziembers in 'iProgiem to build

support for their decision to use contraception, although, obviously,'

not all are prepared to have their.pareats participate..
, 1 -. -

. -
While this particular program tray or may not ork it suggests.

.., . -
'. ..

'that there is tremendous room for-innovation is extending sex education"

- .

t9 the family context.' It is :easy to imagine that. the mass media might:

be encouraged to:devise means of edudating families through special -
sr

instructional programs. Similarly; schools might offer:courses espe-
.

cially designed for. parents or for entire family units which could aug-
. t

ment the classes now being developed for adolescents4and pre-adolescents.
,

;.en if dramatic impfovements were made in technique*" eau-
-

cat-Ina teenagers and their famIlies aboist the responsibilities of be-
.

coming sexually active, unwanted pregnancieS are going to occur, given

...limitations of existing meaneof contraception. When-conception,occurs,
-

should the family be involved in the resolutionVf:the pregnanCY? While

.do not believe that parents ought to 'be notified; by agencies
.offering

- 4

pregnancy counseling to the teenage',Client/Without:heeEoneent, there is-

\au
,...-........--,

ch .for re-orienting the individualistic approach of most services
. .

,

J
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:which. discouraged the family's pamticipation in deliberations regarding
. .

the'resolutiOn bf the pregnancy. The favolly's_interests are%affected

.

Apy.the pregnancy7and.shoul&becarefully weighed 'whey alternatives

such as abortion or adoption are Considered-.
.

i ..

Parent:.idueaVon; vocational counseling; and contraceptivte

)
.. i ---

'-,. -
,

..
programs for Adolescents have also ignaredthe.family' vital 'role as

. .i.,..

aoupport sYstem..-,Rarher.than building on such assist ice, .they have

generally circumvented:it,. Childcare classes. rarely reda'but-to other'

T

caretikers.id the faiily, though other relatives may actually:be taking

4.
a more active role in raising the child than the young mother herself.

c A

Instrucpional materials.providing advice to young parents are

lesser unrealistic, in some cases even harmful, because they do not

-recognize that adolescent' others are usually raisingrhe child in

-collaborationwithoiherfamilymembers..> In fact, as I pointed.Out

earlier, we inaw little about the styles of collaboratiOiCthat develop
t

\..

within families and how they affect the development-of the child.

- .

Even in.thfe absence Ctjurther research, we can safely assume that.

. parent education programs should be widened to include the family

tont

-
snd-materials-.On motherhood revised to take into aceount.the4mpor-_.-

part that the larger kin network plays n childrearing.

An even more serious'deficiency in our present policisAs.

the economic:incentives provided to the adolescent for establishing

a Separate household. .Welfa regulations in some localities aide

signed to encourage the y eparenttamoVe out of the family rather

than. to enabie.her t 'remain with her parendshould'she Choose to do
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so. A reassessment of econamic'assistance programs is needed to ensure

that th7Tadolescent-has.freedom of choice- I would even go_so far as

to'advocate that we make it easier for her td:)remain in the home if
.

evidence continues toshow that she and her'child doibetter when they'

reside in an extended family setting.

. .

Though we have a certain nostalgia about the extended family

in timis*pastXthe popular st otype of its modern counterpart often-
.

is far less positive. Particularly as it ia-found among urban milmori-
, 4

ties, complex kirghip arrangements are sometimes viewed by the public

as undesirable deviations from the ideal of the*nuclear unit. NO doubt.

there are special problems inherent. in complex families, just as:there

are in nuclear systems. However, `we need not romanticize the extended

family System to recognize that it plays a vital role.in reducing the

strains associated with early parenthood. Our efforts at intervention,

whether they, be .to preVent unwanted pregnancy(;.or to minimize

ful effects, are likely to have much greater, success if we stop treating

the family as an indifferent party'or, worse yet, a dangerous nuisance

and begins regarding the kinship system as a potent and useful ally.
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